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F -JUMPING AND F -JACOBIAN IDEALS FOR HYPERSURFACES
LUIS NU´N˜EZ-BETANCOURT AND FELIPE PE´REZ
Abstract. We introduce two families of ideals, F -jumping ideals and F -Jacobian ideals,
in order to study the singularities of hypersurfaces in positive characteristic. Both families
are defined using the D-modules Mα that were introduced by Blickle, Mustat¸a˘ and Smith.
Using strong connections between F -jumping ideals and generalized test ideals, we give a
characterization of F -jumping numbers for hypersurfaces. Furthermore, we give an algo-
rithm that determines whether certain numbers are F -jumping numbers. In addition, we
use F -Jacobian ideals to study intrinsic properties of the singularities of hypersurfaces. In
particular, we give conditions for F -regularity. Moreover, F -Jacobian ideals behave sim-
ilarly to Jacobian ideals of polynomials. Using techniques developed to study these two
new families of ideals, we provide relations among test ideals, generalized test ideals, and
generalized Lyubeznik numbers for hypersurfaces.
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1. Introduction
The aim of this note is to introduce two families of ideals, F -jumping ideals and F -
Jacobian ideals. Both families of ideals measure singularities in positive characteristic. The
F -jumping ideal is closely related to the test ideal introduced by Hara and Yoshida [HY03],
while the F -Jacobian ideal is strongly connected with the original test ideal defined by
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Hochster and Huneke [HH90]. These two families are related through Mα, the modules
introduced by Blickle, Mustat¸a˘ and Smith [BMS09], and the theory of D-modules and F -
modules [Lyu97, Yek92]. Roughly speaking, the F -jumping ideal associated to an element
f in a regular F -finite ring, R, and to a rational number α “ r
pe´1
, gives the unique simple
D-submodule ofMα. If α “ 1, thenMα – Rf with the usual D-module structure. Moreover,
the unique simple D-submodule of Mα is R. Under additional hypotheses, the F -Jacobian
ideal determines the sum of the simple F -submodules of Rf{R.
Several of our results are obtained by investigating properties of F e-submodules of Mα
through ideals I Ă R such that f rI Ă I rpes. We pay particular attention to ideals such that
I “ pI rpes : f rq. This is given by Lyubeznik’s study of F -modules via root maps [Lyu97].
1.1. F-jumping ideals. Let R be an F -finite regular ring, f an element of R and α a
positive real number. The test ideal, τpfαq, was introduced by Hara and Yoshida as an
analogue of the multiplier ideal in positive characteristic [HY03]. The F -jumping numbers
for f are defined as the positive real numbers c, such that τpf c´ǫq ­“ τpf cq for every ǫ ą 0.
Blickle, Mustat¸a˘ and Smith showed that the F -jumping numbers are rational and form a
discrete set [BMS09]. These numbers encode important information about the singularity of
f (cf. [BFS12]).
Let α be the rational number r
pe´1
, with r a positive integer. Mα is Rf ¨eα as an R-module,
where eα is a formal symbol. The D-module structure depends on the number α [BMS09,
Remark 2.4]. However, it does not depend on the on the representation of α “ r
pe´1
.
One of the main aims of this work is to study the simplicity of Mα as a D-module and
as a F e-module. In Proposition 3.15 and Remark 3.16 we show that Nα “ D ¨ f rαseα is the
unique simple D-submodule of Mα. This raises the definition of the F -jumping ideal Jpfαq
as the ideal such that
Jpfαqeα “ R ¨ eα XNα.
We characterize the simplicity of Mα in the following theorem:
Theorem 1.1. Let R be an F–finite regular domain and f P R be a nonzero element. The
following are equivalent:
(i) α is not an F -jumping number;
(ii) Nα “Mα;
(iii) Mα is a simple D-module;
(iv) Mα is a simple F
e-module;
(v) JF pfαq “ R.
Moreover, the test ideal τpfαq is the minimal root for Nα and τpfα´ǫq is the minimal
root for Mα (see Propositions 3.17 and 3.18). Additionally, in Algorithm 3.19 we present a
process to decide whether α is an F -jumping number.
1.2. F-Jacobian ideals. Suppose that S “ Krx1, . . . , xns is a polynomial ring over a perfect
field, K, and f P S. The Jacobian ideal is defined by Jacpfq “ pf, Bf
Bx1
, . . . , Bf
Bxn
q. This ideal
plays a fundamental role in the study of singularity in zero and positive characteristics. In
this case, Jacpfq “ R if and only if R{fR is a regular ring. Another important property
is that Jacpfgq Ă f Jacpgq ` g Jacpfq for f, g P S, which is given by the Leibniz rule. The
equality in the previous containment holds only in specific cases [Fab13, Proposition 8] and
it is used to study transversality of singular varieties [Fab13, FA12].
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Let R be an F -finite regular local ring. We define the F -Jacobian ideal, JF pfq, to be
the intersection of R ¨ e1 Ď M1 with the sum of the minimal F -submodules in M1 properly
containing the unique simple F -module. The F -Jacobian ideal behaves similarly to the
Jacobian ideal of a polynomial. As the Jacobian ideal, they determine singularity:
‚ if R{fR is F -regular, then JF pfq “ R (Corollary 4.40);
‚ if R{fR is F -pure, then R{fR is F -regular if and only if JF pfq “ R (Corollary 4.42).
‚ If f has an isolated singularity and R{fR is F -pure, then JF pfq “ R if R{fR is
F -regular, and JF pfq “ m otherwise (Proposition 4.43).
In addition, the F -Jacobian ideal also satisfies a Leibniz rule: JF pfgq “ fJF pgq ` gJF pfq
for relatively primes elements f, g P R (Proposition 4.14). The Leibniz rule in characteristic
zero is important in the study of transversality of singular varieties and free divisors over
the complex numbers [Fab13, FA12].
The F -Jacobian ideals behave well with pe-th powers; JF pf peq “ JF pfqrpes (Proposition
4.19). This is a technical property that was essential in several proofs. This contrasts with
how the Jacobian ideal changes with pe-th powers:
Jacpf peq “ pf pe, peBf
pe´1
Bx1 , . . . , p
e Bf pe´1
Bxn q “ f
peR ‰ pf pe, BfBx1
pe
, . . . ,
Bf
Bxn
pe
q “ Jacpfqrpes
The F -Jacobian ideal can be computed from the test ideal in certan cases and they are
strongly related (see Proposition 4.33). However, they are not the same (see Example 4.45).
Moreover, the F -Jacobian can be defined for elements such that R{fR is not reduced and
satifies properties that the test ideal does not (eg. Propositions 4.14 and 4.19).
Furthermore, we define the F -Jacobian ideal for a regular F -finite UFD, R, such that
Rf{R has finite length as a D-module (Section 4.1). We also define the F -Jacobian ideal
for a ring which is essentially of finite type over an F -finite local ring (Section 4.2). Both
definitions agree for rings that belog to the previous families (Corollary 4.36).
1.3. Further consequences and relations. Using ideas and techniques developed to de-
fine and study F -jumping ideals and F -Jacobian ideals, we give bounds for the length of
Rf{R as an F -module. One of these bounds is in terms of a flag of test ideals previously
defined by Vassilev [Vas98]. If R is an F -finite regular local ring and R{fR is F -pure, there
exists a strictly ascending chain of ideals
fR “ τ0 Ă τ1 Ă . . . Ă τℓ “ R
such that pτ rpsi : τiq Ă pτ rpsi`1 : τi`1q and τi`1 is the pullback of the test ideal of R{τi.
Another bound is given by the generalized Lyubeznik numbers. These are invariants asso-
ciated to a local ring of equal characteristic defined by the first author and Witt [NBW12].
These numbers are defined using the D-module structure of local cohomology modules. For
a hypersurface of particular interest is the Lyubeznik number
λ
dimpR{fRq
0 pR{fR;Lq :“ lengthDp pR,Lq´moduleH1f pRp pRq,
where pR is the completion of R with respect to its maximal ideal and L is a coefficient field.
Namely, the relations are:
Theorem 1.2. Let pR,m,Kq be an F -finite regular local ring and f P R be an element,
such that R{fR is reduced. Let f “ f1 . . . fs be a factorization of f into irreducible elements.
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Then,
lengthF´modRf{R ď lengthRpτpf 1´ǫq{τf q ` s,
where τf is the pullback of the test ideal, τpR{fRq. Moreover, if R{fR is F -pure, and
0 Ă fR “ τ0 Ă τ1 Ă . . . Ă τℓ “ R
is the flag of ideals previously defined, then
ℓ ď lengthF´modRf{R ď λdimpR{fRq0 pR{fR;Lq
for every coefficient field, L.
Suppose thatR is local, R{fR F -pure andK perfect. In this case, λdimpR{fRqpR{fR;Lq “ 1
if and only if R{fR is F -regular [NBW12, Bli04]. This fact and Theorem 1.2 say that
λdimpR{fRqpR{fR;Lq is measuring “how far” an F -pure hypersurface is from being F -regular.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we review the basic facts that we will need about tight closure, generalized
test ideals, D-modules, and F -modules.
2.1. Tight closure. We recall some definitions in tight closure introduced by Hochster
and Huneke [HH90, HH94a], and mention some properties of this theory [Fed87, LS01].
Throughout this section, we assume that R is an F -finite ring.
We say that R is F -pure if for every R-module, M , the morphism induced by the inclusion
of R in R1{p, M bR R Ñ M bR R1{p, is injective. If R Ñ R1{p splits, we say that R is F -
split. These two properties, F -purity and F -splitting, are equivalent when R is F -finite. In
addition, if pR,m,Kq is a regular local ring and I Ă R is an ideal, then R{I is F -pure if and
only if pI rps : Iq Ć mrps (Fedder’s Criterion, [Fed87, Theorem 1.12]).
If I Ă R is an ideal, the tight closure I˚ of I is the ideal of R consisting of all elements
z P R for which there exists some c P R that is not in any minimal prime of R, such that
czq P I rqs for all q “ pe " 0.
We say that R is weakly F -regular if I “ I˚ for every ideal. If every localization of R
is weakly F -regular, we say the R is F -regular. In general, tight closure does not commute
with localization [BM10], and it is unknown if the localization of a weakly F -regular ring is
again a weakly F -regular ring. That is why the adjective weakly is used.
R is strongly F -regular if for all c P R not in any minimal prime, there exists some q “ pe
such that the morphism of R-modules, R Ñ R1{q, that sends 1 to c1{q splits. Strong F -
regularity is preserved after localization. In a Gorenstein ring, strong and weak F-regularity
are equivalent.
We define the F -singular locus of R by
SingF pRq “ tP P SpecpRq | RP is not F -regularu.
We define the test ideal of R by
τpRq “
č
IĂR
pI : I˚q.
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If R is a Gorenstein ring, we have that
τpRq “
č
I parameter ideal
pI : I˚q.
[HH90, Theorem 8.23] [Mat89, Theorem 18.1].
Remark 2.1. Let R be a reduced ring essentially of finite type over an excellent local ring
of prime characteristic. Let τpRq denote the test ideal of R. We know that for every mul-
tiplicative system W Ă R, W´1τpRq “ τpW´1Rq [Smi94, Proposition 3.3] [LS01, Theorem
2.3]. It is worth pointing out that, in this case, τpRq contains a nonzero-divisor [HH94a,
Theorem 6.1].
If P P SingF pRq, then RP is not F -regular, and so τpRP q “ τpRqRP ‰ RP . Therefore,
τpRq Ă P and P P VpτpRqq. On the other hand, if P P VpτpRqq, then τpRP q “ τpRqRP ‰
RP , and then R is not F -regular. Hence, P P SingF pRq. Therefore, SingF pRq “ VpτpRqq.
2.2. Generalized test ideals. Test ideals were generalized by Hara and Yoshida [HY03]
in the context of pairs pR, Icq, where I is an ideal in R and c is a real parameter. Blickle,
Mustat¸a˘, and Smith [BMS08] gave an elementary description of these ideals in the case of a
regular F -finite ring, R. We give the definition introduced by them:
Given an ideal I in R we denote by I r1{p
es the smallest ideal J such that I Ď J rpes [BMS08,
Definition 2.2]. The existence of the smallest such ideal is a consequence of the flatness of
the Frobenius map in the regular case.
We recall some properties that we will use often
pIJq1{pe Ă I r1{pes ¨ J r1{pes
and `
I rp
es
˘1{ps “ I rpe{pss Ă `I rpss˘1{pe
[BMS08, Proposition 2.4]. In addition,
´
pfqr1{pes
¯rpes
“ Dpeqf [A`MBL05, Proposition 3.1],
where Dpeq “ HomRpe pR,Rq.
Given a non-negative number, c, and a nonzero ideal, I, we define the generalized test
ideal with exponent c by
τpIcq “
ď
eą0
pI rcpesqr1{pes,
where rcs stands for the smallest integer greater than or equal to c.
The ideals in the union above form an increasing chain of ideals; therefore, they stabilize
because R is Noetherian. Hence for large enough e, τpIcq “ pI rcpesqr1{pes. In particular,
τpf spe q “ pf sqr1{pes [BMS09, Lemma 2.1].
An important property of test ideals is given by Skoda’s Theorem [BMS08, Theorem 2.25]:
if I is generated by s elements and c ď s, then τpIcq “ I ¨ τpIc´1q.
For every nonzero ideal I and every non-negative number c, there exists ǫ ą 0 such that
τpIcq “ τpIc1q for every c ă c1 ă c` ǫ [BMS08, Corollary 2.16].
A positive real number c is an F-jumping number for I, if τpIcq ‰ τpIc´ǫq for all ǫ ą 0.
All F -jumping numbers of an ideal I are rational, and they form a discrete set; that
is, there are no accumulation points of this set. In fact, they form a sequence with limit
infinity [BMS08, Theorem 3.1]. Then for every positive number α, there is a positive rational
number, β ă α, such that τpfβq “ τpf γq for every γ P pβ, αq. We denote τpfβq by τpfα´ǫq.
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2.3. D-modules. Given two commutative rings, A and R, such that A Ă R, we define the
ring of A-linear differential operators on R, DpR,Aq, as the subring of HomApR,Rq, defined
inductively as follows. The differential operators of order zero are induced by multiplication
by elements in R (HomRpR,Rq “ R). An element θ P HomApR,Rq is a differential operator
of order less than or equal to k ` 1 if θ ¨ r ´ r ¨ θ is a differential operator of order less than
or equal to k for every r P R.
If A, B, and R are commutative rings rings such that A Ă B Ă R, then DpR,Bq Ă
DpR,Aq.
Notation 2.2. If A “ Z, we write DR for DpR,Zq, and we write only D if it is clear which
ring we are working on.
If M is a DpR,Aq-module, then Mf has a structure of a DpR,Aq-module, such that the
natural morphism M ÑMf is a morphism of DpR,Aq-modules. Thus, Rf{R is an DpR,Aq-
module.
If R is a reduced F -finite ring, we have that DR “
Ť
ePNHomRpe pR,Rq [Yek92]. We denote
HomRpe pR,Rq by DpeqR . Moreover, if R is an F -finite domain, then R is a strongly F -regular
ring if and only if R is F -split and a simple DR-module [Smi95a, Theorem 2.2].
If R is an F -finite reduced ring, W Ă R a multiplicative system and M a simple DR-
module, then W´1M is either zero or a simple DW´1R-module. As a consequence, for every
DR-module of finite length, N,
lengthD
W´1R
W´1N ď lengthDR N.
2.4. F e-modules. In this section, we recall some definitions and properties of the Frobenius
functor introduced by Peskine and Szpiro [PS73]. We assume that R is regular. This allows
us to use the theory of F -modules introduced by Lyubeznik [Lyu97].
Every morphism of rings ϕ : R Ñ S defines a functor from R-modules to S-modules,
where ϕ˚M “ S bR M. If S “ R and ϕ is the Frobenius morphism, FM denotes ϕ˚M. If
R is a regular ring, F is an exact functor. We denote the e-th iterated Frobenius functor by
F e.
Example 2.3. If M is the cokernel of a matrix pri,jq, then F eM is the cokernel of prpei,jq. In
particular, if I Ă R is an ideal, then F eR{I “ R{I rpes.
We say that an R-module,M, is an F e-module if there exists an isomorphism ofR-modules
ν : MÑ F eM.
If M is an R-module and β :M Ñ F eM is a morphism of R-modules, we consider
M “ lim
Ñ
pM βÑ F eM FβÑ F 2eM F 2βÑ . . .q.
Then, M is an F e-module and M
βÑ M is the structure isomorphism. In this case, we say
that M is generated by β : M Ñ F eRM . If M is a finitely generated R-module, we say that
M is an F e-finite F e-module. If β is an injective map, then M injects into M. In this case,
we say that β is a root morphism and that M is a root for M.
Example 2.4. (i) Since F eR “ R, we have that R is an F e-module, where the structure
morphism ν : RÑ R is the identity.
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(ii) For every element f P R and r, e P N, we take α “ r
pe´1
and defineMα as the F
e-finite
F e-module that is generated by
R
frÑ R fp
erÑ R fp
2erÑ . . . .
Remark 2.5. This structure of Mα as F
e-module depends of the representation r
pe´1
. How-
ever, if we take another representation r
1
pe
1´1
, both structures will induce the same structure
as F e¨e
1
-module.
We say that φ : MÑ N is a morphism of F -modules if the following diagram commutes:
M
φ
//
νM

N
νN

FM
FRφ
// FN
The F e-modules form an Abelian category, and the F e-finite F e-modules form a full
Abelian subcategory. Moreover, if M is F e-finite then Mf is also an F
e-finite F e-module
for every f P R. In addition, if R is a local ring, then every F e finite F e-module has finite
length as F e-module and has a minimal root [Bli04, Lyu97].
Example 2.6. The localization map RÑ Rf is a morphism of F -modules for every f P R.
Example 2.7. The quotient of localization map R Ñ Rf is an FR-finite FR-module for
every f P R. Rf{R is generated by R{fR f
p´1Ñ FRpR{fRq “ R{f pR.
We recall that every F e-submodule M Ă Rf{R is a D-module [Lyu97, Examples 5.2].
We have that Rf{R has finite length as an F -module, because Rf{R has finite length as a
D-module. Let R be an F -finite regular ring. If Rf{R has finite length as D-module, then
Rf{R has finite length as an F -module for every f P R. Therefore, if Rf{R has finite length
as a D-module, then Rf{R has finitely many F -submodules [Hoc07].
3. F -jumping ideals and F -jumping numbers
In this section we define F -jumpings ideals and give some basic properties. In particular,
we relate them with the generalized test ideals and F -jumping numbers.
Notation 3.1. Throughout this section R denotes an F -finite regular domain of character-
istic p ą 0 and α denotes a rational number whose denominator is not divisible by p. This
means that α has the form r
pe´1
for some e.
We note that ppaℓ´1 ` . . . ` pe ` 1qr ` α “ peℓα for every ℓ P N. Let R be a regular local
F -finite ring. Then, φpx1{peq P I for all φ P HompR1{pe , R) if and only if x P I rpes.
Lemma 3.2. τpf pλq Ă τpfλqrps
Proof. We have that rpp
jλs
pj
ď prpjλs
pj
and lim
jÑ8
prpjλs
pj
“ pλ. Then,
τpf pλq “
ď
jPN
´
f prp
jλs
¯r1{pjs
“
ď
jPN
´
f rp
jλs
¯r1{pj´1s
Ă
ď
jPN
ˆ´
f rp
jλs
¯r1{pjs˙rps
“ τpfλqrps
by the properties of the ideals I r1{p
js [BMS08, Lemma 2.4]. 
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We will study the F e-module Mα “ Rfeα introduced in by Blickle, Mustat¸a˘ and Smith
[BMS09]. As an Rf -modules, Mα is free of rank one generated by eα. Here eα is thought
formally as 1{fα. As an F e-module Mα is generated by the morphism
R
frÝÑ F eR “ R,
as in Example 2.4. Moreover, the Frobenius morphism acts on Mα by
F ep b
fm
¨ eαq “ b
pe
fmp
e`r
¨ eα.
The structural isomorphism ve : Re bMα ÑMα is given by
vepab b
fm
q “ ab
pe
fmp
e`r
¨ eα
whose inverse morphism is
pveq´1p c
f s
¨ eαq “ cf sppe´1q`r b 1
f s
¨ eα.
Mα carries a natural structure as a DR-module, which does not depend of the presentation
of α [BMS09, Remark 2.4]. Given P P DseR , we take
P ¨ c
fm
“ pvseq´1pP ¨ vsep c
fm
qq,
where P acts in Rse bMα by P pab uq “ P paq b u. We note that
vsepa b b
fm
q “ ab
pes
fmp
es`rp1`pe`...`peps´1qq
¨ eα
and
pvseq´1p c
fm
q “ cf pmppe´1q`rqp1`pe`...`peps´1qq b 1
fm
¨ eα
“ cfmppes´1q`rp1`pe`...`peps´1qq b 1
fm
¨ eα
thus
P ¨ c
fm
“ P pcf
mppes´1q`rp1`pe`...`peps´1qqq
fmp
es`rp1`pe`...peps´1qq
¨ eα.
When m “ 0, the previous expression is equal to
P ¨ c “ P pcf
rp1`pe`...peps´1qqq
f rp1`p
e`...`peps´1qq
¨ eα.
Definition 3.3. We denote DRf
rαs ¨ eα by Nα. We define the F -jumping ideal associated to
f and α as the ideal JFRpfαq of R such that
JFRpfαqeα “ Nα XReα.
If it clear in which ring we are working, we only write JF pfαq.
Lemma 3.4. The morphism Mα Ñ Mα`1 defined by sending eα ÞÑ feα`1 is an isomorphism
of F e-modules (as well as D-modules). In particular, Nα – Nα`1 “ DRf rα`1s ¨ eα`1.
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Proof. We have the following commutative diagram of R-modules,
0

0

0

R
fr
//
f

R
frp
e
//
fp
e

R
frp
2e
//
fp
2e

. . .
R
fr`p
e´1
//

R
fpr`p
e´1qpe
//

R
fpr`p
e´1qp2e
//

. . .
R{f f
r`pe´1
//

R{f pe f
pr`pe´1qpe
//

R{f p2e f
pr`pe´1qp2e
//

. . .
0 0 0
We note that
R{f fr`p
e´1Ñ R{f pe
is zero map because r ě 1 as α ą 0. By taking the limits, we obtain that Mα fÑMα`1 is an
isomorphism of F -modules, and hence of DR-modules. 
Proposition 3.5. Let ℓ P N. Then, f ℓJF pfαq Ă JF pfα`ℓq.
Proof. Let φ :Mα ÑMα`ℓ be the morphism of DR-modules given by eα ÞÑ f ℓeα`ℓ. We have
that φ is an isomorphism by Lemma 3.4. Then,
f ℓJF pfαqeα`ℓ “ JF pfαqf ℓeα`ℓ “ φpJF pfαqeαq
“ φpNα XReαq “ φpNαq X φpReαq “ Nα`ℓ XRf ℓeα`ℓ
“ Nα`ℓ XRf ℓeα`ℓ Ă Nα`ℓ XReα`ℓ “ JF pfα`ℓqeα`ℓ.
Therefore, we obtain that f ℓJF pfαq Ă JF pfα`ℓq. 
Remark 3.6. Given any ideal I Ď R, we consider the D-module generated by I, DR ¨ Ieα “Ť
sě1D
es ¨ Ieα. This is equal toď
sě0
´
Despf rp1`...`peps´1qqIq{f rp1`...`peps´1qq
¯
¨ eα.
This DR-module intersects with Reα at the idealď
sě0
´
Despf rp1`...`peps´1qqIq : f rp1`...`peps´1qq
¯
and contains I.
We define inductively a sequence of ideals Ij associated to fα. We take I1 “ τpfαq. Given
Ij , we take Ij`1 “ ppIjqrpes : f rq. We note that f rI1 “ f rτpfαq “ τpf r`αq “ τpf peαq Ă
τpfαqrpes “ I1pfαqrpes, where the second equality follows from Skoda’s Theorem and Lemma
3.2. We have that I1 Ă I2 and f rI2 Ă pI1qrpes. Inductively, we obtain that Ij Ă Ij`1 and
f rIj`1 Ă pIjqrpes for every j P N.
Since R is Noetherian, there is an N P N such that IN “ IN`1. By our definition of Ij ,
IN “ IN`j for every j ě N.
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Definition 3.7. We call the previous sequence of ideals the F -flag of ideals associated to f
and α, and we denote the ideals by IjRpfαq. If it is clear in which ring we are taking this flag,
we write only Ijpfαq.
Remark 3.8. By the properties of colon ideals and the flatness of Frobenius, we have that
Ijpfαq “ pτpfαqrpjes : f rp1`pe`...`pepj´1qqq.
As a consequence, the F -flag of ideals associated to f and α depends on the presentation of
α “ r
pe´1
. However, the union of this flag does not depend on this presentation as the next
proposition shows.
Proposition 3.9. JF pfαq “
Ť
j I
jpfαq “ IN pfαq for N " 0.
Proof. By the definition of τpfαq and properties of test ideals in Section 2.2, τpfαqrpses “´`
f rp
eαs
˘r1{pses¯rpses “ Dsepf rpseαsq for s ě N for a positive integer N P N.
Then, by Remark 3.6,
JF pfαqeα “ Nα
č
Reα
“ DRf rαs ¨ eα
č
Reα
“
ď
sě0
´
Despf rp1`...`peps´1qqf rαsq : f rp1`...`peps´1qq
¯
eα
“
ď
sěN
´
Despf rp1`...`peps´1qqf rαsq : f rp1`...`peps´1qq
¯
eα
“
ď
sěN
´
Despf rp1`...`peps´1qq`αsq : f rp1`...`peps´1qq
¯
eα
“
ď
sěN
´
Despf pesrαsq : f rp1`...`peps´1qq
¯
eα
“
ď
sěN
´
τpfαqrpses : f rp1`...`peps´1qq
¯
eα
“
ď
sěN
Ispfαqeα.

Proposition 3.10. Let W Ă R be a multiplicative system. Then,
JF
W´1R
pfαq “W´1JF pfαq
Proof. There exists N such that
JFRpfαq “ INR pf p
eαq “ IN`1R pf p
eαq.
We have that I1Rpf peαq “ τpfαq and that Ij`1R pf peαq “ pIjRpf peαqrpes : f rq. We have that
W´1I1Rpf peαq “ W´1τpfαq “ τpfαW´1Rq “ I1W´1Rpf p
eαq [BMS08, Proposition 2.13], Thus,
W´1I
j
Rpf p
eαq “ Ij
W´1R
pf peαq because ´ bR W´1R is a flat functor. Since INW´1Rpf p
eαq “
IN`1
W´1R
pf peαq, we have that
JF
W´1R
pfαq “ INW´1Rpf p
eαq “W´1JFRpfαq.
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Proposition 3.11. Suppose that R is a local ring. Then
JF pRpfαq “ JFRpfαq pR,
where pR denotes the completion of R with respect to the maximal ideal.
Proof. We have that I1Rpf peαq “ τpfαq and that Ij`1R pf p
eαq “ pIjRpf p
eαqrpes : f rq [BMS08,
Proposition 2.13]. In addition,
I1Rpf p
eαq pR “ τpfαq pR “ τpfα pRq pR “ I1pRpf peαq
[BMS08, Proposition 2.13]. Thus, IjRpf p
eαq pR “ IjpRpf peαq because ´ bR pR is a flat functor.
The rest is analogous to the proof of Proposition 3.10. 
Every F e-submodule of Mα is given by an ideal I Ă R such that I f
rÑ I rpes makes sense
[Lyu97, Corollary 2.6]. This is f rI Ă I rpes. We set
NI “ lim
Ñ
ˆ
I
frÑ I rpes fp
erÑ I rp2es fp
2erÑ . . .
˙
.
Lemma 3.12. Let I, J Ă R be ideals such that f rI Ă I rpes, f rJ Ă J rpes and I Ă J. Then the
F e-submodule Mα generated by I is equal to the one generated by J if and only if there exits
ℓ P N such that f rp1`...`pepℓ´1qqJ Ă I rpeℓs.
Proof. Let NI and NJ be the F
e-submodules of Mα generated by I and J respectively. We
have that J{I frÑ J rpes{I rpes generates the F e-module NJ{NI . Since J{I is a finitely generated
R-module, NJ “ NI if and only if there exist there exists ℓ such that
J{I frp1`...`p
epℓ´1qqÑ J rpeℓs{I rpeℓs
is the zero morphism. Therefore, NI “ NJ if and only if there exits ℓ P N such that
f rp1`...`p
epℓ´1qqJ Ă I rpes. 
Proposition 3.13. DRf
rαs ¨ eα is an F e-submodule of Mα. Moreover, JF pfαq f
rÑ JF pfαqrpes
and τpfαq frÑ τpfαqrpes generate DRf rαs ¨ eα.
Proof. By the definition of τpfαq and properties of test ideals in Section 2.2, τpfαqrpses “´`
f rp
eαs
˘r1{pses¯rpses “ Dsepf rpseαsq for s ě N for an integer N P N. Then,
DR ¨ f rαseα “
ď
sě0
Des ¨ f rαseα
“
ď
sěN
Des ¨ f rαseα
“
ď
sěN
´
Despf rrp1`...`peps´1qqf rαsq{f rp1`...`peps´1qq
¯
¨ eα
“
ď
sěN
´
Despf rpesαsq{f rp1`...`peps´1qq
¯
¨ eα
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“
ď
sěN
´
τpfαqrpses{f rp1`...`peps´1qq
¯
¨ eα.
As f rτpfαq “ τpf r`αq “ τpf peαq Ă τpfαqrpes by Lemma 3.2, it is a root for the F e-
submodule of Mα generated by the morphism
τpfαq frÑ τpfαqrpes,
which is ď
s
´
τpfαqrpses{f rp1`...`peps´1qq
¯
¨ eα.
Hence, DR ¨f rαseα is the F e-submodule ofMα generated by the morphism τpfαq f
rÑ τpf rαqrpes.
As f rIspfαq Ă Ispfαqrpes for every s, we have that Ispfαq also generates an F e-submodule
of Mα. Since I
s`1pfαq{Ispfαq is the kernel of the morphism R{Ispfαq frÑ R{Ispfαqrpes,
Ispfαq frÑ Ispfαqrpes and Is`1pfαq frÑ Is`1pfαqrpes
generate the same F e-submodule by Lemma 3.12. Therefore, DR ¨f rαseα is the F e-submodule
generated by JF pfαq f
rÑ JF pfαqrpes because JF pfαq “ Ispfαq for s " 0.

Lemma 3.14. Let I Ă R be a nonzero ideal such that I Ď pI rpes : f rq. Then f P ?I.
Proof. We have that for every s P N, I Ă pI rpses : f rp1`pe`...`peps´1qqq by flatness of Frobenius
and properties of colon ideals. Thus, IRf Ă ppIRfqrpses : f rp1`pe`...`peps´1qqq “ pIRf qrpses. Let
P Ă R be a prime ideal of R that does not contain f. We have that IRP “ I rpessRP for every
s ą 0. We claim that IRP “ RP for every P ; otherwise,
IRP Ă
č
s
pIRP qrpses Ď
č
pPRP qpse “ 0
and we know that IRP ‰ 0. Therefore, IRf “ Rf and f P
?
I. 
Proposition 3.15. For any nonzero F e-submodule N of Mα, Nα Ă N. In particular, Nα is
a simple F -module.
Proof. As any two R-modules intersect in Rf , we have that there is a minimal simple F
e-
submodule N. We know that Reα
Ş
N “ Ieα, where I “ pI rpes : f rq [Lyu97, Corollary 2.6].
Then f P I by Lemma 3.14.
There exists an N such that τpfαqrpses “
´`
f rp
eαs
˘r1{pses¯rpses “ Dsepf rpseαsq and that
τpf npse`αq “ τpfαq for every s ě N (cf. Section 2.2).
DR ¨ fneα “
ď
sě0
Des ¨ fneα
“
ď
sěN
Des ¨ fneα
“
ď
sěN
´
Despf rp1`...`peps´1qqfnq{f rp1`...`peps´1qq
¯
¨ eα
12
“
ď
sěN
´
Despfn`rp1`...`peps´1qqq{f rp1`...`peps´1qq
¯
¨ eα
“
ď
sěN
˜ˆ´
fn`rp1`...`p
eps´1qq
¯r1{pses˙rpess
{f rp1`...`peps´1qq
¸
¨ eα
“
ď
sěN
ˆ
τpf npes` rp1`...`p
eps´1qq
pes qrpess{f rp1`...`peps´1qq
˙
¨ eα
Ą
ď
sě0
´
τpf npes`αqrpess{f rp1`...`peps´1qq
¯
¨ eα
Ą
ď
sěN
´
τpfαqrpess{f rp1`...`peps´1qq
¯
¨ eα
“ DR ¨ f rαseα
“ Nα
Therefore, Nα Ă N. 
Corollary 3.16. Nα is a simple D-module.
Proof. Since JF pfαq commutes with localization, we have that the construction of Nα com-
mutes with localization. Suppose that N Ă Nα is a nonzero D-submodule. After localizing
at a maximal ideal, m, we have that pRzmq´1N Ă pRzmq´1Nα. It suffices to prove the
statement in the local case.
If R is a local ring, Nα is a simple F
e-module and it is a direct sum of simple DR-modules
[Lyu97, Theorem 3.2 and 5.6]. Since every two R-modules in Rf intersect, Nα must be a
simple DR-module. 
Proposition 3.17. Let I Ă τpfαq be a nonzero ideal such that I Ă pI rpes : f rq. Then,
I “ τpfαq. In particular, τpfαqeα is a minimal root for Nα.
Proof. We have that I Ă pI rpess : f p
es´1
pe´1 rq for every s P N by flatness of Frobenius and
properties of colon ideals. There exists n P N such that fn P I by Lemma 3.14. We have
that
fn`
pes´1
pe´1
r P I rpess, and so
´
fn`
pes´1
pe´1
r
¯r1{pess
Ă I.
In addition,
n ` p
es ´ 1
pe ´ 1 r “
ppe ´ 1qn` ppes ´ 1qr
pe ´ 1 ą
r
pe ´ 1 ,
and
lim
sÑ8
ppe ´ 1qn` ppes ´ 1qr
pe ´ 1 “
r
pe ´ 1 “ α.
There exists an N such that
τpfαq “
ˆ
f
n` p
eN´1
pe´1
r
˙r1{peN s
R Ă I Ă τpfαq.
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Therefore, I “ τpfαq. The claim about being a minimal root follows because I frÑ I rpes
generates an nonzero F e-submodule of Nα, which is simple by Proposition 3.15. 
Using ideas analogous to the previous proof, we recover a result previously obtained by
Blickle [Bli08, Proposition 3.5]
Proposition 3.18. Let β “ a
b
P Qą0. If α ą β, then f rτpfβq Ă τpfβqrpes and it generates
Mα as F -module. Moreover, τpfα´ǫqeα is the minimal root of Mα as a F e-module.
Proof. Since r
pe´1
ą a
b
, we have that br ` a ą pea. Then
f rτpfβq “ τpfβ`rq “ τpf a`brpe´1 q Ă τpf p
ea
pe´1 q “ τpf peβq Ă τpfβqrpes.
Thus τpfβq generates an F -submodule of Mα.
Since lim
ℓÑ8
rp1`...pepℓ´1qq
peℓ
“ α, we can pick an ℓ P N such that rp1` . . . pepℓ´1qq ą peℓβ.
We have that
f rp1`...p
epℓ´1qqR “
ˆ´
f rp1`...p
epℓ´1qqR
¯rpes˙r1{pes
Ă
ˆ´
f rp1`...p
epℓ´1qq
¯r1{pes˙rpes
“ τpf
rp1`...pepℓ´1qq
peℓ qrp
es.
Then τpf
rp1`pepℓ´1qq
peℓ q generates Mα as a F e-module by Lemma 3.12 because ppepℓ´1q`...1qrpeℓ ă α.
Since τpf
pepℓ´1q`...1qr
peℓ q Ă τpfβq, τpfβq also generates Mα as a F e-module.
Let I Ă R be an ideal such that f rI Ă I, and that f rpqℓ´1`...1qR Ă I rqℓs for some ℓ P N.
Then, ´
f rp1`...p
epℓ´1qq
¯r1{peℓs
Ă I,
and so,
τpfα´ǫq Ă τpf rp1`...p
epµ´1qq
peµ q “
´
f rp1`...p
epµ´1qq
¯r1{peµs
Ă I.
Thus, τpfα´ǫq is contained in every ideal that generates Mα. Since τpfα´ǫq generates Mα,
τpfα´ǫqeα is the minimal root of Mα as an F e-module. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We have that α “ r
pe´1
is not an F -jumping number if and only if
τpfαq ‰ τpfα´ǫq. This happens if and only if Nα “Mα by Propositions 3.17 and 3.18, which
is equivalent to JF pαfq “ R. The rest follows from Proposition 3.15 and Corollary 3.16. 
Theorem 1.1 gives the following algorithm to decide whether a number of the form r
pe´1
is an F -jumping number for f P R :
Algorithm 3.19.
Input: α “ r
pe´1
and f P R.
Output: R if α is not F -jumping number for f and a proper ideal otherwise.
Process: Compute τpfαq;
Take J1 “ τpfαq;
Compute Jn`1 “ pJ rp
es
n : f rq until there is an N such that JN “ JN`1;
Return: JN .
Example 3.20. Let R “ F13rx, ys and f “ x2 ` y3. Therefore:
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(i) If α “ 11
12
, τpfαq “ px, yqR, J1 “ px, yqR, and J2 “ ppx13, y13q : f 11q “ R because f 11
is equal to x22 ´ 2x20y3 ` 3x18y6 ´ 4x16y9 ` 5x14y12 ´ 6x12y15 ´ 6x10y18 ` 5x8y21 ´
4x6y24 ` 3x4y27 ´ 2x2y30 ` y33. Then, 11
12
is not an F -jumping number.
(ii) If α “ 10
12
, τpfαq “ px, yqR, J1 “ px, yqR, and J2 “ ppx13, y13q : f 10q “ px, yq because
f 10 is equal to x20´ 3x18y3` 6x16y6` 3x14y9` 2x12y12` 5x10y15` 2x8y18` 3x6y21`
6x4y24 ´ 3x2y27 ` y30. Then, 10
12
is an F -jumping number.
Remark 3.21. Since F -jumping ideals and test ideals commute with localization, we have
that JF pfαq “
apτpfαq : τpfα´ǫqq. In general, JF pfαq is not equal to pτpfαq : τpfβqq. Let
R “ F7rx, ys, f “ x3y2 and α “ 46 . Then, β “ 36 is the biggest F -jumping number smaller
than α.We have that τpfβq “ xyR and τpfαq “ x2yR, and so px2yR : xyRq “ xR. However,
JF pfαq “ x2.
Proposition 3.22. Ijpf peαq “ Ij´1pfαqrpes for j ě 2.
Proof. We will prove that Ijpf peαq “ Ij´1pfαqrpes for j ě 2 by induction on j.
If j “ 2,
I2pf peαq “ I2pfα`rq “ pτpfα`rqrpes : f perq
“ pτpfα`rq : f rqrpes “ pf rτpfαq : f rqrpes “ τpfαqrpes “ I1pfαq.
Suppose that the claim is true for j. Then,
Ij`1pf peαq “ pIjpf peαqrpes : f perq “ pIjpf peαq : f rqrpes
“ pIj´1pfαqrpes : f rqrpes “ Ijpfαqrpes.

Proposition 3.23. JF pf pαq “ JF pfαqrps.
Proof. We first note that JF pf peαq “ JF pfαqrpes because
JF pf peαq “
ď
j
Ijpf peαq “
ď
j
Ijpfαqrpes “ JF pfαqrpes
by Lemma 3.22.
In addition, we have that JF pfαqrps “ pJF pfαqrpe`1s : f prq. Then, JF pfαqrps defines the
F e-submodule of Mpα generated by the morphism
JF pfαqrps f
prÑ JF pfαqrpe`1s.
Since JF pf pαq defines the unique simple F -submodule of Mpα by Propositions 3.13 and
3.15, JF pf pαq Ă JF pfαqrps.
Combining these two observations we have that
JF pf peαq Ă JF pf pe´1αqrps Ă . . . Ă JF pf pαqrpe´1s Ă JF pfαqrpes “ JF pf peαq.
Hence, JF pf pαq “ JF pfαqrps because the Frobenius map is faithfully flat. 
4. F -Jacobian ideals
The F -Jacobian ideal of an element f is connected with the minimal F -module of the first
local cohomology of R supported at f . In this section we define the F -Jacobian ideal and
deduce some of its properties.
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4.1. Definition for unique factorization domains.
Notation 4.1. Throughout this section R denotes an F -finite regular UFD of characteristic
p ą 0 such that Rf{R has finite length as a DpR,Zq-module for every f P R.
This hypothesis is satisfied for every F -finite regular local ring and for every F -finite
polynomial ring [Lyu97, Theorem 5.6].
Lemma 4.2. Let S be a UFD and f P S be an irreducible element. Then, N XM ‰ 0 for
any nonzero S-submodules M,N Ă Sf{S.
Proof. Let a{fβ P Mzt0u and b{f γ P Nzt0u, where β, γ ě 1. Since S is a UFD and
f is irreducible, we may assume that gcdpa, fq “ gcdpb, fq “ 1. Then, gcdpab, fq “ 1,
and so ab{f ‰ 0 in Sf{S. We have that ab{f “ bfβ´1pa{fβq “ af γ´1pb{f γq ‰ 0. Then,
ab{f P N XM.. 
Lemma 4.3. Let S be a regular ring of characteristic p ą 0, f P S an element and π : S Ñ
S{fS be the quotient morphism. Let
I : tI Ă S | I is an ideal, f P I, pI rps : f p´1q “ Iu
and
N “ tN Ă Sf{S|N is an F -submoduleu.
Then, the correspondence given by sending N to IN “ π´1pN X R{fRq is bijective, with
inverse defined by sending the ideal I P I to the F -module NI generated by I{fS f
p´1Ñ
F pI{fSq “ I rps{f pS.
Proof. Since φ : R{fR fp´1Ñ R{f pR is a root forRf{R, its F -submodules are in correspondence
with ideals J Ă R{fR such that φ´1pF pJqq “ J [Lyu97, Corollary 2.6]. We have the following
generating morphisms:
0 0 0
Ó Ó Ó
I{fR fp´1Ñ F pIR{fRq fp
2´pÑ F 2pIR{fRq fp
3´p2Ñ . . .
Ó Ó Ó
R{fR fp´1Ñ R{f pR fp
2´pÑ R{f p2R fp
3´p2Ñ . . .
Ó Ó Ó
R{I fp´1Ñ R{I rps fp
2´pÑ R{I rp2s fp
3´p2Ñ . . .
Ó Ó Ó
0 0 0
Since J is a quotient I{fR of an ideal, F pJq “ I rps{f pR. Then,
I{fR “ φ´1pI rps{f pq
“ th P R{fR | f p´1h P I rps{f pu
“ th P R | f p´1h P I rpsu{fR
16
“ pI rps : f p´1q{f
and the result follows. 
Lemma 4.4. Let f P R be an irreducible element. Then, there is a unique simple F -module
in Rf{R.
Proof. Since Rf{R is an F -module of finite length, there exists a simple F -submodule M Ă
Rf{R. Let N be an F -submodule of Rf{R. Since M X N ‰ 0 by Lemma 4.2 and M is
a simple F -module, M “ M X N . Hence, M is the only nonzero simple F -submodule of
Rf{R. 
Proposition 4.5. Let g P R be an irreducible element and f “ gn for some integer n ě 1.
Then there exists a unique ideal I Ă R such that:
(i) f P I,
(ii) I ‰ fR,
(iii) pI rps : f p´1q “ I, and
(iv) I is contained in any other ideal satisfying (i),(ii) and (iii).
Proof. We note that Rf{R “ Rg{R. Let I be the ideal corresponding to the minimal simple
F -submodule in given in Lemma 4.4 under the bijection in Lemma 4.3. Then, it is clear
from Lemma 4.3 that I satisfies (i)-(iv). 
Definition 4.6. Let g P R be an irreducible element and f “ gn for some integer n ě 1. We
denote the minimal simple submodule of Rf{R by minFRpfq, and we called it the minimal
F -module of f . Let σ : R{fR Ñ Rf{R be the morphism defined by σprasq “ a{f which is
well defined because R is a domain. Since image of σ is R 1
f
, we abuse notation and consider
R{fR Ă Rf{R. We denote pφσq´1pminF pfq X R 1f q by JF pfq, and we call it the F -Jacobian
ideal of f . If f is a unit, we take minF pfq “ 0 and JF pfq “ R.
Notation 4.7. If it is clear in which ring we are working, we write JF pfq instead of JFRpfq
and minF pfq instead of minFRpfq.
Proposition 4.8. Let f P R be an irreducible element. Then minF pfq is the only simple
D-submodule of Rf{R.
Proof. We claim that Rf{R has only one simple DR-module. Since Rf{R has finite length
as a D-module, there is a simple D-submodule, M . It suffices to show that for any other
DR-submodule, N ĂM . We have that M XN ‰ 0 by Lemma 4.2, and so M “M XN Ă N
because M is a simple DR-module. Since minFRpfq is an DR-module [Lyu97, Examples 5.1
and 5.2], we have that M Ă minF pfq.
It suffices to prove that M is an F -submodule of Rf{R. Since R{fR is a domain, we have
that the localization morphism, R{fR Ñ Rm{fRm, is injective. Then, SuppRpR{fRq “
SuppRpJq for every nonzero ideal J Ă R{fR. Then,
SuppRpR{fRq “ SuppRpR{fR XNq Ă SuppRpNq Ă SuppRpRf{Rq “ SuppRpR{fq
for every R-submodule of Rf{R by Lemma 4.2. Let m denote a maximal ideal such that
f P m. Thus, Mm ‰ 0, and then, Mm is the only simple DRm-module of pRfqm{Rm. Since
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Rm is a regular local F -finite ring, we have that minFRm pfq is a finite direct sum of simple
DRm-modules [Lyu97, Theorem 5.6]. Therefore, Mm “ minFRm pfq by Lemma 4.2.
Let π : R Ñ R{fR denote the quotient morphism, and I “ π´1pR{fR XMq. We note
that I ‰ fR because R{f XM ‰ 0 by Lemma 4.2. We claim that pI rpsm : fq “ Im for every
maximal ideal. If f P m,
Im{f “ pRm{fRmq XMm “ pRm{fRmq XminFRm pfq “ JFRm pfq{f ;
otherwise, Im “ Rm “ JFRm pfq because f is a unit in Rm Then, pI rps : f p´1q “ I and so I
corresponds to an FR-submodule of Rf{R, NI by Lemma 4.3. Moreover,
NI “ lim
Ñ
pI{fR fp´1Ñ I rps{f pR fp
2´pÑ . . .q.
Since localization commutes with direct limit, we have that for every maximal ideal such
that f P m,
Mm “ minFRm pfq “ limÑ pIm{fRm
fp´1Ñ I rpsm {f pRm f
p2´pÑ . . .q “ NIm “ NI bR Rm.
Therefore, M “ NI because SuppRpMq “ SuppRpR{fq, and it is an F -submodule of Rf{R.
Hence, M “ minFRpfq. 
Remark 4.9. If f P R is an irreducible element, then:
(i) minpfq “ minpfnq for every n P N because Rfn{R “ Rf{R,
(ii) JF pfq is the minimal of the family of ideals I containing properly fR such that
pI : f p´1q “ I by Proposition 4.5.
(iii) JF pfq is not the usual Jacobian ideal of f . If S “ F3rx, y, z, ws and f “ xy ` zw, we
have that the Jacobian of f is m “ px, y, z, wqS. However, m ‰ pmrps : f 2q.
(iv) JF pfq “ R if and only if Rf{R is a simple F -module by the proof of Proposition 4.5
and Lemma 4.3.
(v) JF pfq “ R if and only if Rf{R is a simple DR-module by Proposition 4.8.
Proposition 4.10. Let fi, . . . fℓ P R be irreducible relatively prime elements and f “
f1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fℓ. Then minF pfiq is an F -submodule of Rf{R. Moreover, all the simple F -submodules
of Rf{R are minF pf1q, . . . ,minF pfℓq.
Proof. The morphism Rfi{R Ñ Rf{R, induced by the localization map Rf1 Ñ Rf , is a
morphism of F -finite F -modules given by the diagram:
0

0

0

R{fiR
f
p´1
i
//
f
p
1
...fˆ
p
i ¨¨¨f
p
ℓ

R{f pi R
f
p2´p
i
//
f
p2
1
...fˆ
p2
i ¨¨¨f
p2
ℓ

R{f p2i R
f
p3
1
...fˆ
p3
i ¨¨¨f
p3
ℓ

f
p3´p2
i
// . . .
R{fR f
p´1
// R{f pR f
p2´p
// R{f p2R f
p3´p2
// . . .
Then minF pfiq is a simple F -submodule of Rf{R. Let N be an F -submodule of Rf{R, and
a{fβ11 ¨ ¨ ¨ fβℓℓ P Nzt0u. Since fi is irreducible, we may assume that gcdpa, fiq “ 1 and βi ‰ 0
for some i “ 1 . . . , ℓ. Thus, a{fi P NXRfi{R and a{fi ‰ 0. Then, minF pfiq Ă NXRfi{R Ă N.
In particular, if N is a simple F -submodule, then N “ minF pfiq. 
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Remark 4.11. As a consequence of Lemma 4.10, we have that
minF pf1q ‘ . . .‘minF pfℓq P Rf{R
because Rg XRh “ R for all elements g, h P R such that gcdpg, hq “ 1.
Definition 4.12. Let fi, . . . fℓ P R be irreducible relatively prime elements, f “ fβ11 ¨ ¨ ¨ fβℓℓ ,
and π : RÑ R{fR be the quotient morphism. We define minF pfq by
minF pf1q ‘ . . .‘minF pfℓq,
and we called it the minimal F -module of f . Let σ : R{fR Ñ Rf{R be the morphism
defined by σprasq “ a{f which is well defined because R is a domain. Since image of σ is
R 1
f
, we will abuse notation and consider R{fR Ă Rf{R. We denote pφσq´1pminF pfq X R 1f q
by JF pfq, and we call it the F -Jacobian ideal of f .
Remark 4.13. In the local case, minF pfq is the intersection homologyD-modules LpR{f, Rq
previously defined by Blickle [Bli04, Theorem 4.5].
Proposition 4.14. Let f, g P R be relatively prime elements. Then,
JF pfgq “ fJF pgq ` gJF pfq.
Moreover, fJF pgq X gJF pfq “ fgR.
Proof. We consider Rf{R and Rg{R as F -submodules of Rfg{R, where the inclusion is given
by the localization maps, ιf : Rf Ñ Rfg and ιg : Rg Ñ Rfg. Let π : R Ñ R{fgR and
ρ : R Ñ R{fR be the quotient morphisms. The limit of the morphism induced by the
diagram
0

0

0

R{fR f
p´1
//
g

R{f pR f
p2´p
//
gp
2

R{f p2R
gp
3

fp
3´p2
// . . .
R{fgR pfgq
p´1
// R{f pgpRpfgq
p2´p
// R{pfgqp2R pfgq
p3´p2
// . . .
is ιf . Moreover, under this correspondence
0

0

0

JF pfq{fR f
p´1
//
g

JF pfqrp2s{f pR f
p2´p
//
gp
2

JF pfqrp2s{f p2R
gp
3

// . . .
gJF pfq{fgR pfgq
p´1
// gpJF pfqrps{f pgpR pfgq
p2´p
// gp
2
JF pfqrp2s{pfgqp2R // . . .
induces the isomorphism of F -modules, ιf : minF pfq Ñ ιf pminF pfqq. We have that
gpJF pfqq “ π´1pminF pfq XR{fgRq Ă π´1pminF pfq XR{fgRq “ JF pfgq.
In addition,
pgpJF pfqrps : pfgqp´1q “ gJF pfq,
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and it defines minF pfq as a F -submodule of Rfg{R. Likewise,
fJF pgq Ă JF pfgq, pf pJF pgqrps : pfgqp´1q “ fJF pgq,
and it defines minF pgq as a F -submodule of Rfg{R. Then,
fJF pgq ` gJF pfq Ă JF pfgq.
Since minF pfq XminF pgq “ 0, we have that fJF pgq X gJF pgq “ fgR.
We claim that
pf pJF pgqrps ` gpJF pfqrps : f p´1gp´1q “ fJF pgq ` gJF pfq.
To prove the first containment, take
h P pf pJF pgqrps ` gpJF pfqrps : f p´1gp´1q.
Then f p´1gp´1h “ f pv ` gpw for some v P pJF pgqqrps and w P JF pgqrps. Since f and g are
relatively prime, f p´1 divides w and gp´1 divides v. Thus, there exist a, b P R such that v “
gp´1a and w “ gp´1b. Then, a P pJF pgqrps : gp´1q “ JF pgq and b P pJF pfqrps : f p´1q “ JF pfq.
Since,
f p´1gp´1h “ f pv ` gpw “ f pgp´1a` gpgp´1b,
h “ fa` gb P fJF pgq ` gJF pfq.
For the other containment, it is straightforward to check that
fJF pgq ` gJF pfq Ă pf pJF pgqrps ` gpJF pfqrps : f p´1gp´1q.
Since NfJF pgq`gJF pfq, the F -module generated by fJF pgq ` gJF pfq, contains minF pfq and
minF pgq,
minF pfq ‘minF pgq Ă NfJF pgq`gJF pfq.
Therefore, JF phq Ă fJF pgq ` gJF pfq and the result follows. 
Proposition 4.15. Let β, γ P N be such that β ă γ. Then,
f γ´βJF pfβq Ă JF pf γq Ă JF pfβq.
Proof. Let σℓ : R{f ℓ Ñ Rf{R be the injection defined by sending ras Ñ a{f ℓ. We note that
the image of σℓ is R
1
fℓ
We have that the following commutative diagram,
R{fβR
fγ´β

σβ
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
Rf{R
R{f γR
σγ
::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
Then, R 1
fβ
XminF pfq Ă R 1fγ XminF pfq, and this corresponds to
f γ´βJF pfβq{f γR Ă JF pf γq{f γR.
Hence, f γ´βJF pfβq Ă JF pf γq because f γ belongs to both ideals.
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The morphism R 1
fγ
XminF pfβq f
γ´βÑ R 1
fβ
XminF pfq is well defined and it is equivalent to
the morphism JF pf γq{f γRÑ JF pfβq{fβ given by the quotient morphism R{f γRÑ R{fβR.
Then, JF pf γq ` fβR Ă JF pfβq and the result follows. 
Remark 4.16. There are examples in which the containment in Proposition 4.15 is strict.
Let R “ Fprxs and f “ x. In this case, Rf{R is a simple F -module. Then, JF pxβq “ R for
every β P N and f γ´βJF pfβq Ă JF pf γq for every γ ą β.
Corollary 4.17. Let f, g P R be such that f divides g. Then, JF pgq Ă JF pfq.
Proof. This follows from Propositions 4.15 and 4.14. 
Proposition 4.18. Let f P R and W Ă R be a multiplicative system. Then, JF
W´1R
pfq “
W´1JFRpfq.
Proof. By Proposition 4.14, it suffices to prove the claim for f “ gn, where g is an irreducible
element. We note that g is either a unit or a irreducible element in W´1R. We have that
minF
W´1R
pfq “ minF
W´1R
pgq is either zero or a simple F -module by Lemma 4.8. Then,
minF
W´1R
pfq “ W´1minFRpfq, and so
JF
W´1R
pfq{fW´1R “ W´1R{fW´1R XminF
W´1R
pfq
“ W´1pR{fR XminFRpfqq
“ W´1JFRpfq{fW´1R,
and the result follows because f belongs to both ideals. 
Proposition 4.19. Let f P R. Then, JF
R1{p
e pfq “ JFRpfqR1{pe. Moreover, JFRpf peq “
JFRpfqrpes.
Proof. By Proposition 4.14, we may assume that f “ gn where g is irreducible. Let q denote
pe and h denote the length of Rf{R in the category of F -modules. Let G : R1{q Ñ R be the
isomorphism defined by r Ñ rq. Under the isomorphism G, R1{qf {R1{q corresponds to Rfq{R.
Then, the length of R
1{q
f {R1{q in the category of FR1{q -modules is h. Let 0 “ M0 Ă . . . Ă
Mh “ Rf{R be a chain of FR-submodules of Rf{R such thatMi`1{Mi is a simple FR-module.
Let fR “ J0 Ă . . . Ă Jh “ R be the corresponding chain of ideals under the bijection given
in Lemma 4.3. Since f “ gn and g is irreducible, M1 “ minFRpfq and J1 “ JFRpfq. We
note that pJpi R1{q : f p´1q “ JiR1{q and JiR1{q ‰ Ji`1R1{q because R1{q is a faithfully flat
R-algebra.
Then, we have a strictly ascending chain of ideals
fR1{q “ J0R1{q Ă . . . Ă JhR1{p “ R1{q
that corresponds to a strictly ascending chain of FR1{q -submodules of R
1{q
f {R1{q.
Since f “ pg1{qqqn, g1{q is irreducible and the length of R1{qf {R1{q is h, we have that
JFRpfqR1{q “ J1R1{p “ JFR1{q pfq.
After applying the isomorphism G to the previous equality, we have that
JFRpfqrqs “ GpJFRpfqR1{qq “ GpJFR1{q pfqq “ JFRpf
qq.

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Proposition 4.20. Let R Ñ S be a flat morphism of UFDs and let f P R. If S is as in
Notation 4.1, then JFSpfq Ă JFRpfqS.
Proof. We may assume that f “ gβ where g is an irreducible element in R by Proposition
4.14. Since S is flat, pJFRpfqrpsS : f p´1q “ JFRpfqS. Let M denote the FS-submodule of
Sf{S given by JFRpfqS under the correspondence in Lemma 4.3. If f is a unit in S, then
JF pfqS “ S and the result is immediate. We may assume that f is not a unit in S. Since
JF pfq ‰ fR, we can pick a P JF pfqzfR. Then, a “ bgγ for some 0 ď γ ă β and b P R such
that gcdpb, gq “ 1. Then, R{g bÑ R{g is injective, and so S{gS bÑ S{gS is also injective.
Thus, gcdpb, gq “ 1 in S. Hence, b{g is not zero in Sg{S. Moreover, b{g “ gβ´γ´1a{f P M
and it is not zero. Let g1, . . . , gℓ P S irreducible relatively prime elements such that g “
g
β1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ gβℓ1 . We have that b{gi “ hb{g P Sgi{S XMzt0u, where h “ gβ11 ¨ ¨ ¨ gβi´1i ¨ ¨ ¨ gβℓ1 . Then,
minFSpgiq ĂM and so minFSpfq ĂM. Therefore, JFSpfq Ă JFRpfqS. 
Proposition 4.21. Suppose that R is a local ring. Let f P R. Then
JF pRpfq “ JFRpfq pR,
where pR denotes the completion of R with respect to the maximal ideal.
Proof. We have that minF pRpfq “ minFRpfq bR pR [Bli04, Theorem 4.6]. Then,
JF pR “
´ pR{f pR¯XminF pRpfq “ ppR{fRq XminFRpfqq bR pR “ JFRpfq pR

Lemma 4.22. Let R “ Krx1, . . . , xns, where K is a perfect field. Let K Ñ L be an algebraic
field extension of K, S “ Lrx1 . . . , xns, and RÑ S the map induced by the extension. Then,
JFSpfq “ JFRpfqS.
Proof. We can assume that f “ gβ where g is an irreducible element in R by 4.14. It suffices
to show that JFRpRqS Ă JFSpSq by Proposition 4.20.
There is an inclusion φ : Rf{R Ñ Sf{S, which is induced by R Ñ S. We take M “
pminFSpfqq XRf{R. We claim that M is a DR-module of Rf{R. Since K is perfect,
DR “
ď
ePN
HomSpe pS, Sq “ DpR,Kq “ Rr
1
t!
Bt
Bxti
s.
We note thatDR Ă DS, and that for everym P Rf{R, φp BtBxtimq “
Bt
Bxti
φpmq. As a consequence,
Bt
Bxti
m PM for every m PM. Therefore, M is a DR-module.
Let I “M XR{fR. We note that
I “ minFSpfq XR{fR “ pJFSpfq{fSq XR{fR
and that S{fS is an integral extension of R{fR because L is an algebraic extension of K.
Let r P JFSpfq{fS not zero, and aj P R{fR such that a0 ‰ 0
rn ` an´1rn´1 ` . . .` a1r ` a0 “ 0
in S{fS. Then,
rpan´1rn´1 ` . . .` a1q “ ´a0,
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and so a0 P I “ pJFSpfq{fSq X R{fR, and then M ‰ 0. Therefore, minFRpfq Ă M and so
JF pfq{f Ă I. Let π : RÑ R{fR be the quotient morphism. Then,
JFRpfq Ă π´1pIq “ JFSpfq XR,
and
JFRpfqS Ă pJFSpfq XRqS Ă JFSpfq.

Lemma 4.23. Let R “ Krx1, . . . , xns, where K is an F -finite field. Let L “ K1{p, S “
Lrx1 . . . , xns, and RÑ S the map induced by the extension K Ñ L. Then JFSpfq “ JFRpfqS.
Proof. We have that R Ă S Ă R1{p. Then, by Proposition 4.20,
JF
R1{p
pfq Ă JFSpfqR1{p Ă pJFRpfqSqR1{p “ JFRpfqR1{p.
Since JF
R1{p
pfq “ JFRpfqR1{p by Proposition 4.19,
0 “ JFSpfqR1{p{pJFRpfqSqR1{p “ pJFSpfq{JFRpfqSq bS R1{p.
Therefore, JFSpfq “ JFRpfqS because R1{p is a faithfully flat S-algebra. 
Lemma 4.24. Let R “ Krx1, . . . , xns, where K is an F -finite field. Let L be the perfect
closure of K, S “ Lrx1 . . . , xns, and RÑ S the map induced by the extension K Ñ L. Then
JFSpfq “ JFRpfqS.
Proof. We may assume that f “ gn for an irreducible g P R by Proposition 4.14. Let
Se “ K1{perx1, . . . , xns. Let h1, . . . , hℓ denote a set of generators for JFSpfq. In this case,
pJFSpfqrps : f p´1q “ JFSpfq. Then there exist ci,j P S such that
f p´1hj “
ÿ
ci,jh
p
j .
Since S “ Ťe Se, there exists N such that ci,j, hj P SN . Let I Ă RN be the ideal generated
by h1, . . . , hℓ. We note that IS “ JFSpfq; moreover, JFSpfq X SN “ I because Se Ñ S splits
for every e P N.
We claim that pI rps : f p´1q “ I. We have that f p´1hℓ P I rps by our choice of N and so
I Ă pI rps : f p´1q. If g P pI rps : f p´1q, then f p´1g P I rps Ă JFSpfqrps and g P JFSpfq X SN “ I.
As in the proof of Lemma 4.22, pJFSpfq{fSq X pSN{fSNq ‰ 0 and then JFSpfq X SN “
I ‰ fS. Therefore, JF
SN
pfq Ă I by Proposition 4.5. Hence,
JF
SN
pfqS Ă IS “ JFSpfq Ă JFSN pfqS,
and the result follows because
JFRpfqS “ pJFRpfqSNqS “ JFSN pfqS.

Theorem 4.25. Let R “ Krx1, . . . , xns, where K is an F -finite field. Let L be an algebraic
extension of K, S “ Lrx1 . . . , xns, and R Ñ S the map induced by the extension K Ñ L.
Then JFSpfq “ JFRpfqS.
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Proof. It suffices to show JFRpfqS Ă JFSpfq by Proposition 4.20. Let K˚ and L˚ denote the
perfect closure of K and L respectively. Let R˚ “ K˚rx1, . . . , xns and S˚ “ L˚rx1, . . . , xns.
Then,
pJFRpfqSqS˚JFRpfqS˚ “ pJFRpfqR˚qS˚ “ JFR˚ pfqS˚ “ JFS˚ pfq “ JFSpfqS˚
by Lemma 4.22 and 4.24. Therefore,
pJFRpfqS{JFSpfqq bS S˚ “ pJFRpfqSqS˚{pJFSpfqqS˚ “ 0.
Hence JFRpfqS{JFSpfq “ 0 because S˚ is a faithfully flat S-algebra. 
Example 4.26. Let R “ F3rx, ys, and f “ x2 ` y2 and m “ px, yq. We have that pmrps :
f p´1q “ m. Then, JFRpfq Ă m. Let F3ris the extension of F3 by
?´1, S “ Lrx, ys and φ :
RÑ S be the inclusion given by the field extension. Then, JFSpfq “ px, yqS by Proposition
4.14 because x2` y2 “ px` iyqpx´ iyq. Since φ is a flat extension, JFSpfq Ă JFRpfqS. Then,
m “ R X JFSpfq Ă R X JFRpfqS. Hence, JF pfq “ m.
Proposition 4.27. Let f P R be an irreducible element. Then,
JF pfq “
č
gcdpa,fq“1
˜ď
ePN
ˆ´`
f p
e´1a
˘r1{pes
, f
¯rpes
: f p
e´1
˙¸
Proof. We have that minF pfq is the intersection of all nonzero D-submodules of Rf{R by
Proposition 4.8. In particular, minF pfq is the intersection of all nonzero cyclic D-modules
generated by elements a{f P Rf{R. Hence,
JF pfq{f “
č
gcdpa,fq“1
ppD ¨ a{fq XR{fq
“
č
gcdpa,fq“1
˜ď
ePN
`
Dpeq ¨ a{f XR{f˘¸
We have that b P JF pfq if b{f P
Ş
gcdpa,fq“1
Ť
ePN
`
Dpeq ¨ a{f˘, so, for every a P R such
that gcdpa, fq “ 1, there exists an e P N such that b{f P Dpeq ¨ a{f. Thus, there exists
φ P HomRpe pR,Rq such that
φpa{fq “ 1{f peφpf pe´1aq “ b{f ` r
Therefore, after multiplying by f p
e
, we have that
b P
č
gcdpa,fq“1
˜ď
ePN
ˆ´`
f p
e´1a
˘r1{pes
, f
¯rpes
: f p
e´1
˙¸
because
`pf pe´1aqr1{pes˘rpes “ Dpeq `f pe´1a˘ .
On the other hand, if
b P
č
gcdpa,fq“1
ď
ePN
ˆ´`
f p
e´1a
˘r1{pes
, f
¯rpes
: f p
e´1
˙
,
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then for every a P R such that gcdpa, fq “ 1, there exists an e P N and φ P HomRpe pR,Rq
such that
f p
e´1b “ φpf pe´1aq ` f per
because
´`
f p
e´1aq, f˘r1{pes¯rpes “ Dpeqpf pe´1aq. Therefore, after dividing by f pe, we have that
b{f P Şgcdpa,fq“1ŤePN `Dpeq ¨ a{f˘, and then b P JF pfq. 
Theorem 4.28. Let f P R be such that R{fR is a F -pure ring. If JF pfq “ R, then R{fR
is strongly F -regular.
Proof. We may assume that pR,m,Kq is local because being reduced, F -pure, and F -
regular are local properties for R{fR. Then, f is irreducible by Proposition 4.14. Since
JF pfq “ R, for every a such that gcdpa, fq “ 1 there exits an e P N such that R “ˆ´`
f p
e´1a
˘r1{pes
, f
¯rpes
: f p
e´1
˙
by Lemma 4.27. Then, f p
e´1 P
´`
f p
e´1a
˘r1{pes
, f
¯rpes
.
Since f p
e´1 R mrpes for every e P N by Fedder’s Criterion , R “ `f pe´1a˘r1{pes ; otherwise,
p`f pe´1a˘r1{pes , fq Ă m. Then, there exist a morphism φ : RÑ Rpe of Rpe-modules such that
φpf pe´1aq “ 1. Let ϕ : R{fR Ñ R{fR be the morphism defined by ϕprxsq “ rφpf pe´1xqs.
We note that ϕ is a well defined morphism of pR{fRqp-modules such that ϕprasq “ 1. Then,
R{fR is a simple DpR{fRq-module. Hence, R{fR is strongly F -regular [Smi95a, Theorem
2.2]. 
Remark 4.29. ‚ The result of the previous theorem is a consequence of a result of
Blickle [Bli04, Corollary 4.10], as R{fR is a Gorenstein ring. However, our proof is
different from the one given there.
‚ JFRpfq “ R does not imply that R{fR is F -pure. LetK “ FracpF2rusq be the fraction
field of the polynomial ring F2rus, R “ Krrx, yss, and f “ x2 ` uy2. Then, f is an
irreducible element such that R{fR is not pure because f P px, yqr2sR. Let L “ K1{2,
S “ Lrrx, yss and R Ñ S be the inclusion given by the extension K Ă L. Thus,
f “ px ´ u1{2yq2 in S, and then JFSpSq “ S Ă JFRpfqS. Then, R “ JFSpSq X R “
JFRpfqS X R “ JFRpfq because R Ñ S splits. Hence, JFRpfq “ R and R{fR is not
F -pure.
4.2. Definition for rings essentially of finite type over an F–finite local ring.
Notation 4.30. Throughout this section R denotes a ring essentially of finite type over
an F–finite local ring. Let f P R, π : R Ñ R{fR be the quotient morphism. If R{fR is
reduced, τf denotes the pullback of the test ideal of R{fR, π´1pτpR{fRqq.
Under the hypotheses on R in Notation 4.30, there is an F -module and a D-module of
Rf{R called the intersection homology LpR,R{fRq [Bli01, Bli04]. We have that for every
maximal ideal m Ă R, pRzmq´1LpR,R{fRq “ minFRm pfq.
Definition 4.31. Let R{fR Ă Rf{R be the inclusion morphism 1 ÞÑ 1f . We define the
F -Jacobian, Jfpfq as the pullback to R of pR{fRq X LpR,R{fRq.
Lemma 4.32. Suppose that R{fR is reduced. Let Ijpfq “ pτ rpj´1sf : f p
j´1´1q. Then Ijpfq Ă
Ij`1pfq and Ij`1pfq “ pIjpfqrps : f p´1q.
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Proof. Since, in this case, the test ideal of R{fR commutes with localization, we may assume
that R is a local ring. We have that τf{fR is the minimal root for minF pfq [Bli04, Theorem
4.6]. Then, f p´1I1pfq “ f p´1τf Ă τ rp
es
f “ I1pfqrp
es. Thus, I1 Ă I2 and f p´1I2 Ă I rps1 .
Moreover, I2{fR is also a root for minF pfq because I2pfq{I1pfq is the kernel of the map
R{I1pfq fp´1Ñ R{I1pfqrps.
Inductively, we obtain that Ij Ă Ij`1, f rIj`1 Ă Ij and that Ij{fR is a root for minF pfq for
every j P N and the result follows. 
Proposition 4.33. Suppose that R{fR is reduced. Then, JF pfq “
Ť
j I
j
Rpfq.
Proof. We have that τf
1
f
is the minimal root for LpR,R{fRq. Moreover, any ideal Ijpfq fp´1Ñ
Ijpfqrps also generates LpR,R{fRq as an F -module. Moreover,ď
j
I
j
Rpfq “ LpR,R{fRq
č
R{fR “ JF pfq.

Remark 4.34. In general, we do not have τf “ JF pfq. Let R “ Krxs, where K is any
perfect field of characteristic p ą 0. Let f “ x2. Then, τf “ xR ‰ R “ JF pfq. In addition,
Example 4.45, shows another situation where τf ‰ JF pfq.
Remark 4.35. If R is an F -finite local ring, then
JF pfq f
p´1Ñ JF pfqrps
is a generating morphism for minF pfq because in this case minF pfq “ LpR,R{fRq.
Corollary 4.36. Let S be a ring that is as in Notation 4.1 and as in Notation 4.30. Let
f P S. Let J denote the F -Jacobian ideal of f as in Definition 4.12 and let J 1 the F -Jacobian
ideal of f as in Definition 4.31. Then, J “ J 1.
Proof. We have that in both contexts the F -Jacobian ideal commutes with localization. We
may assume that R is a regular local F -finite ring. As J2 “ pJ rps2 : f p´1q and J2{fR f
p´1Ñ
J
rps
2 {f pR is a root for minF pfq by Lemma 4.35, we have that J1 “ J2. 
Remark 4.37. As for every maximal ideal m Ă R, Rm is as in Notation 4.1, we have that
‚ fnJF pfq Ă JF pfnq,
‚ JF pf peq “ JF pfqrpes, and
‚ if gcdpf, gq “ 1, JF pfq “ fJF pgq ` gJF pfq.
because those properties localize.
Proposition 4.38. Suppose that pR,m,Kq is local. Let pS, η, Lq denote a regular F -finite
ring. Let R Ñ S be a flat local morphism such that the closed fiber S{mS is regular and
L{K is separable. Then, JFSpfq “ JFRpfqS.
Proof. It suffices to proof that minFRpfqS “ minFSpfq. We can assume without loss of
generalization tat R{fR is reduced. We have that JF pRpfq “ JFRpfq pR and JF pSpfq “ JFSpfqpS
by Proposition 4.21. In addition, the induced morphism in the completion pR Ñ pS is still a
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flat local morphism. Since JFSpfq Ă JFRpfqS and JF pSpfq Ă JF pRpfqpS by Proposition 4.20,
JF pRpfqpS{JF pSpfq “ pJFRpfqS{JFSpfqq bS pS. Therefore, we can assume that R and S are
complete.
We note that R{fRÑ S{fS is again a flat local morphism such that the closed fiber S{mS
is regular L{K is separable by flat base change. Then S{fS is reduced and τpR{fRqS “
τpS{fSq [HH94a, Theorem 7.2], and so IjFSpfq “ IjFRpfqS. Hence, JFSpfq “ JFRpfqS by
Proposition 4.33. 
Corollary 4.39. Suppose that R is a Zh-graded ring. Let f P R be a homogeneous element.
Then, JF pfq is a homogeneous ideal.
Proof. It suffices to proof that minpfq is a Zh-graded submodule of Rf{R. We can assume
that R{fR is reduced. We have that τpR{fRq is a homogeneous ideal [HH94b, Theorem 4.2].
This means that IjRpfq is a homogeneous ideal for every j. Therefore, JF pfq is homogeneous
and that minF pfq Zn-graded submodule of Rf{R. 
Corollary 4.40. Let S be a ring that is as in Notation 4.1 or as in Notation 4.30. Let
f P S be such that R{fR is reduced. Then, VpJF pfqq Ă SingF pS{fSq. Moreover, if S{fS is
an F -pure ring, then VpJF pfqq “ SingF pS{fSq.
Proof. For every prime ideal P P VpJF pfqq, JFSP pfq ‰ SP . Since SP is as in Notation
4.30, we have that τpSP {fSP q Ă JFSP pfq Ă PSP . Then, SP is not F -regular and then
P P SingF pS{fSq.
Now, we suppose that S{fS is F -pure. For every prime ideal P P SingF pS{fSq, SP {fSP
is not F -regular. Then, JFRP pfq ‰ RP by Theorem 4.28. Then, P P VpJF pfqq. 
Lemma 4.41. Let S be a ring that is as in Notation 4.1 and as in Notation 4.30. Let f P S
be an element and Q Ă S be a prime ideal. If SQ{fSQ is F -pure, then SQ{JFSQ pfq is F -pure.
Proof. We may replace S by SQ. Since S{fS is F -pure, we have that f p´1 R Qrps by Fedder’s
Criterion. We have that f p´1 P pJF pfqrps : JF pfqq, and so pJF pfqrps : JF pfqq Ć Qrps.
Therefore, S{JF pfq is F -pure. 
Corollary 4.42. Let f P R. If R{fR is an F -pure ring, then JF pfq “ τf .
Proof. We have that
a
JF pfq “
a
π´1pR{fRq by Corollary 4.40 because SingF pR{fRq “
VpτpR{fRqq in this case. Since R{JF pfq is F -pure by Lemma 4.41, JF pfq is a radical ideal.
In addition, τpR{fRq is a radical ideal [FW89, Proposition 2.5]. Hence, JF pfq “ τf . 
4.3. Examples.
Proposition 4.43. Let f P R be an element with an isolated singularity at the maximal
ideal m. If Rm{fRm is F -pure, then
JF pfq “
#
R if R{fR is F ´ regular
m otherwise
Proof. Since R{fR has an isolated singularity at m, we have that JF pfqRP “ RP for every
prime ideal different from m. Then, m ĂaJF pfq.
If Rm{fRm is F -regular, then R{fR is F -regular, and so JF pRq “ R by Theorem 4.28.
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If Rm{fRm is not F -regular, then JF pRq ‰ R by Theorem 4.28. Then, m “
a
JF pfq.
Since Rm{fRm is F -pure, we have that Rm{JF pfqRm is F -pure by Lemma 4.41. Then,
Rm{JF pfqRm is a reduced ring. Hence, JF pfq “ m. 
Example 4.44. Let K is an F -finite field. Let E be an elliptic curve over K. We choose a
closed immersion of E in P2K and set R “ Krx, y, zs, the completed homogeneous co-ordinate
ring of P2K . We take f P R as the cubic form defining E. We know that f has an isolated
singularity at m “ px, y, zqR. If the elliptic curve is ordinary, then R{fR is F -pure [Har77,
Proposition 4.21] [Bha12, Theorem 2.1] [BS]. We know that R{fR is never an F -regular
ring [HH94b, Discussion 7.3bpbq, Theorem 7.12]. Then, JF pfq “ m by Proposition 4.43.
Example 4.45. Let R “ Krx, y, zs, where is an F -finite field of characteristic p ą 3. Let
f “ x3` y3` z3 P R, and π : RÑ R{fR be the quotient morphism and m “ px, y, zqR. We
have that τf “ m [Smi95b, Example 6.3]. Then, m Ă JF pfq by Proposition 4.33.
We have that R{fR is F -pure if and only if p ” 1 mod 3. We have that pmrps : f p´1q “ m
if p ” 1 mod 3, and pmrps : f p´1q “ R if p ” 1 mod 2. Hence,
JF pfq “
#
R p ” 2 mod 3
m p ” 1 mod 3.
Example 4.46. Let R “ Krx1, . . . , xns, where K is an F–finite field of characteristic p ą 0.
Let f “ a1xd11 ` . . .`anxdnn , be such that a‰0.We have that R{fR has an isolated singularity
at the maximal ideal m “ px1, . . . , xnq.
If 1
d1
` . . .` 1
dn
“ 1 and pp´ 1q{d1 is an integer for every i, then R{fR is F -pure for p " 0
[Her12, Theorem 3.1] and not F -regular [Gla96, Theorem 3.1] because f p´1 is congruent to
cpx1 ¨ ¨ ¨xnqpe´1 module mrpes for a nonzero element c P K. Hence, JF pfq “ R for p " 0 by
Proposition 4.43.
Remark 4.47. Let R “ Krx1, . . . , xns be a polynomial ring and f P R be such that R{fR
is reduced. We can obtain JF pfq from τpR{fRq by Proposition 4.33. In the case where
n ą 3, f “ xd1 ` . . . xdn and d is not divided by the characteristic of K, there is an algorithm
to compute the test ideal of R{fR [McD03]. Therefore, there is an algorithm to compute
JF pfq.
Example 4.48. Let R “ Krx1, . . . , xns, where K is a field of characteristic p ą 0. Let
f “ xd1 ` . . . ` xdn. This examples are based in computations done by McDermott [McD03,
Example 11, 12 and 13].
If p “ 2, n “ 5 and d “ 5,
τf “ px2ixjq1ďi,jď5.
Then, px21, x22, x23, x24, x25, x1x2x3x4x5qR “ pτ r2sf : fq and R “ pτ r4sf : f 3q. Hence, JF pfq “ R.
If p “ 3, n “ 4 and d “ 7,
τf “ px2ix2j q1ďi,jď4.
Then R “ pτ r3sf : f 2q and JF pfq “ R.
If p “ 7, n “ 5 and d “ 4,
τf “ px1, . . . , x5qR.
Then R “ pτ r7sf : f 6q and JF pfq “ R.
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5. Further consequences and relations
Using ideas and techniques developed in the previous sections, we obtain relations among
test ideals, generalized test ideals and generalized Lyubeznik numbers for hypersurfaces.
Notation 5.1. Throughout this section R denotes a ring essentially of finite type over an F–
finite local ring. Let f P R denote an element such that R{fR is reduced. Let π : RÑ R{fR
be the quotient morphism. τf denotes π
´1pτpR{fRqq, the pullback of the test ideal of R{fR.
Remark 5.2. We have that τpf 1´ǫq 1
f
is the minimal root for Rf as an F -module. Then
τpf 1´ǫq{fR fq´1Ñ τpf 1´ǫqrqs{f qR
generates Rf{R (see Proposition 3.17 or [Bli08, Proposition 3.5]. We have that τpR{fRq “
τf{f is the minimal root of minF pfq [Bli04, Proposition 4.5 and Theorem 4.6]. Therefore,
τf
1
f
Ă τpf 1´ǫq 1
f
Ă R1{R. Then,
τf Ă τpf 1´ǫq.
This containment can also be obtained using F -adjunction [Tak08, Sch09].
Suppose that R is a finitely generated polynomial ring over an F -finite field and f is a
polynomial. Since the Jacobian ideal of f is contained in τf when R{fR is reduced [HH99],
the previous containment of test ideals gives implies Jpfq Ă τpf 1´ǫq. The containment of
the Jacobian ideal in the test ideal τpf 1´ǫq was proved using different techniques [KLZ11]
and still holds when R{fR is not reduced.
We assume that pR,m,Kq is a local ring and F -finite. Vassilev proved that if I Ă R is an
ideal and τI is the pullback of the test ideal of R{I, then pI rps : Iq Ă pτ rpsI : τIq [Vas98]. In
particular, if R{I is F -pure, then R{τI is also F -pure. Using this criteria, she showed that
if R{I is F -pure, there is a sequence of ideals
(5.2.1) I “ τ0 Ă τ1 Ă . . .
such that τi`1 is the pull back of the test ideal of R{τi. The sequence in 5.2.1 stabilizes when
τi “ R, because if τi ‰ 0, R{τi, then is an F -finite reduced local ring and its test ideal is not
zero [HH94a, Theorem 6.1]. We apply this ideas to bound the length of M1{N1 “ Rf{R as
an F -module.
Lemma 5.3. Suppose that pR,m,Kq is a local ring and F -finite and R{fR is F -pure. Let
0 Ă f “ τ0 Ă τ1 Ă . . . Ă τℓ “ R
be the sequence of pullback of test ideals for fR defined in 5.2.1. If τi`1 ‰ τi, then Nτi`1 ‰ Nτi .
Proof. We have that f p´1 P pf p : fq Ă pτ rpsj : τjq for every j.We will proceed by contradiction.
Suppose that τi`1 ‰ τi, and Nτi`1 “ Nτi . Then there exists e such that f pe´1τi`1 Ă τ rp
es
i by
Lemma 3.12. Since R{τj is F -pure for every j, we have that both τi and τi`1 are radical
ideals. Therefore, we can choose a minimal prime Q of τi such that pτi`1qQ “ RQ. Hence
f p
e´1pτi`1qQ “ f pe´1RQ Ă pτiqrp
es
Q Ă pQRQqrp
es, and we obtain a contradiction because
RQ{fRQ is F -pure 
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Proposition 5.4. Suppose that pR,m,Kq is local and R{fR is F -pure. If
0 Ă fR “ τ0 Ă τ1 Ă . . . Ă τℓ “ R
is the sequence of ideals for fR defined in 5.2.1, then
ℓ ď lengthF´modRf{R
Proof. We have that every pullback of test ideal τi defines a different F -module by Lemma
5.3, which proves the proposition. 
The Lyubeznik numbers are invariants of a local ring of equal characteristic [Lyu93, Theo-
rem/Definition 4.1]. The first author and Witt defined a generalization these invariants using
the theory of D-modules and local cohomology [NBW12, Definition 4.3]. We only recall the
definition of hypersurfaces; however, the generalized Lyubeznik numbers are defined for any
local ring of equal characteristic and a sequence of integers and ideals.
Suppose that R “ Krrx1, . . . , xnss Let d “ dimpR{fRq “ n ´ 1 and L be a coefficient
field of R{fR. We define the generalized Lyubeznik λd0pR{fR;Lq by lengthDpR,LqRf{R. This
number is well defined and depends only on R{fR and L.
Corollary 5.5. Suppose that R “ Krrx1, . . . , xnss, where K is an F -finite field, and that
R{fR is F -pure. Let L be a coefficient field of R{fR. If
0 Ă fR “ τ0 Ă τ1 Ă . . . Ă τℓ “ R
is the sequence of ideals in 5.4, then
ℓ ď λdimpR{fRq0 pR{fR;Lq.
Proof. We have that
ℓ ď lengthF´modRf{R ď lengthDpR,ZqRf{R ď lengthDpR,LqRf{R “ λdimpR{fRq0 pR{fR;Lq.

Remark 5.6. If R{fR is F -pure and λdimpR{fRq0 pR{fR;Lq “ 1, then R{fR is F -regular
[Bli04, NBW12]. In addition, if R{fR is F -pure andK perfect, then λdimpR{fRq0 pR{fR;Lq “ 1
if and only if R{fR is F -regular [Bli04, NBW12]. Then, Corollary 5.5 is telling us that for
F -pure hypersurfaces λ
dimpR{fRq
0 pR{fR;Lq measures how far is R{fR from being F -regular.
Proposition 5.7. Suppose that pR,m,Kq is local and F -finite, and that R{fR is reduced
and lengthR τpf 1´ǫq{τf is finite. Let f “ f1 . . . fℓ be a factorization of f into irreducible
elements. Then,
lengthF´modRf{R ď lengthRpτpf 1´ǫq{τf q ` ℓ
Proof. We have that minF pfq “ minF pfq‘ . . .‘minF pfℓq. In addition, the length of minF pfq
as a F -module is ℓ. We recall that τpf 1´ǫq 1
f
is a root for Rf{R by Proposition 3.18 and τf 1f
is the minimal root for minF pfq. Therefore, for every F -submodule N Ă Rf{R that contains
minF pfq, NXτpf 1´ǫq 1f is a root forN and it must contain τf 1f . Then for every strict ascending
chain of F -modules minF pfq “ N0 Ă N1 Ă . . . Ă Nt “ Rf{R, t ď lengthR τpf 1´ǫq{τf . Hence
lengthF´modRf{R ď lengthRpτpf 1´ǫq{τf q ` ℓ.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. This is consequence of Propositions 5.4 and 5.7 and Corollary 5.5. 
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